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Shape of the Day 
� Charades, but not really  
 
� Prep group mini skits for Acts 3.2 and 3.3 

� Group skits 

�  In-class reading of Acts 3.4 and 3.5 



Charades, but not really  
1. Push your desks back to the wall, stand 
up and form a straight line with your skit 
group members, facing away from the 
projector. 



Charades, but not really  
2. The person that is closest to the projector 
will be given a noun/prompt that they will 
act out for the person standing in front of 
them. You are not permitted to talk or ask 
questions!  
 
à I will give the rest of the group a hint of 

what the noun/prompt is 



Charades, but not really  
3. Once the group member has an idea of 
what the noun/prompt is, they must tap the 
person in front of them and proceed to act 
out the noun/prompt to them. 
 
à Repeat this process until all groups have 
gone down the line to the last person 



Charades, but not really  
4. The last person in the group has to guess 
what the noun/prompt is. 



Return to the desks and form a 
pod with your group members 
so that your desks are facing 
each other. 



Mini Skits of Acts 3.2 and 3.3 
Expectations 
�  Everyone is doing 

something in your 
group. 

�  Keep to the 
traditional script – 
edit, but don’t 
memorize! 

�  Be creative about 
how you want to do 
the skit –different 
setting? 

Evaluation 
� Content (5 marks) 

� Creativity (3 marks) 

� Participation 2 
marks) 



Group Skits 
Come up with a group 
name and write it down on 
a slip of paper. 
 
Fold and put in the white 
basket. 



Exit Slips for Acts 3.1 to 3.3 
� Fill out the exit slip and submit in the white 

basket by the end of class. 

Homework 
� Read Acts 3.4 and 3.5 and complete 

guiding questions. 


